For Immediate Release:

Mortar Net Solutions Announces Fechino Hall of Fame Induction

BURNS HARBOR, Ind. – August, 2015 – Mortar Net Solutions, the leading supplier of innovative moisture management solutions for masonry walls, is proud to announce that Steven Fechino, Engineering and Construction Manager for the company, has been inducted into the National Masonry Instructors Association (NMIA) Hall of Fame as the Industry Member. Robert Campbell was inducted as the Instructor Member.

The NMIA works to promote the professionalism of the masonry trade and to help provide quality masonry programs and training for anyone interested in becoming a mason. It helps in the unification of masonry programs and works to improve curriculums and training methods. It seeks to help recruit new masons and to provide them with the high quality training they need to work in the trades as respected craftspeople.

Steven Fechino has been involved in the masonry industry for over 30 years. He is dedicated to bringing young people into the masonry industry and to helping train them to become expert masons. His induction in the NMIA Hall of Fame is an indication of his influence in the masonry industry and the respect he has earned as a result of sharing his expertise with others.

About Mortar Net Solutions

Mortar Net Solutions develops, distributes and supports innovative moisture management solutions for masonry construction. Mortar Net Solutions was founded in 1992 with the invention of its flagship product, MortarNet®, a mortar collection solution developed to prevent water damage to masonry walls. Mortar Net Solutions also developed new proprietary solutions for masonry construction, including TotalFlash®, BlockFlash®, BlockNet®, HouseNet®, CompleteFlash™, WallNet™, WeepVent™, CellVent™ and LathNet™. Mortar Net Solutions is a partner company in CavityComplete™ Wall Systems, the only tested, code-compliant and warrantied wall systems for masonry cavity walls using completely compatible components. For more information, visit MortarNet.com.
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